Operating Units

Tailor made
MAG’s proprietary infotainment and cabin management system can be customized to
any customer requirement and the most challenging environments. Full-cycle in-house
design of the software, system architecture, functionality and graphic interface allow for
simplistic and streamlined post-delivery support or any modifications. A few examples of
the system’s functions are shown below.

Borgomanero - Italy (HQ)
Via per Arona 46
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Tel. +39.0322.837.1
Passenger / Crew Communications

Seat to Seat Communications
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Italy
Tel. +39.0735.709.1

Roma - Italy
Via Giambattista Vico 1
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Roma
Italy
Tel. +39.06.454.284.25

Laval (Montreal) - Canada
Mecaer America Inc.
5555 William-Price
Laval QC H7L6C4
Canada
Tel. +1.450.682.7117

Philadelphia - USA
MAG Inc.
9800 Ashton Road
Box 1, Philadelphia
PA 19114 USA
Tel. +1.267.341.0130

In-Flight Entertainment Enhanced Lounge

Ambient Light Control

Color Selection

Audio - Video Entertainment

Irving (Dallas) - USA
MAG Inc.
300 E. John Carpenter
Freeway Suite 1075
Irving TX 75062 USA
Tel. +1.972.717.2900
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Independent Electrochromic Window
Management

www.mecaer.com

Structure

Mobile server and APP

I-FEEL™ is based on a specific hardware architecture which introduces innovative technologies. The configuration
and installation layout result in a lighter system with reduced maintenance costs. I-FEEL™ can be easily extended
and reconfigured according to the customer requests. I-FEEL™ wireless touch panels are customized to be the
ultimate interface between hardware, passenger and aircraft.

The I-FEEL™ system interfaces with all personal devices via the customized APP, resulting in complete
management of cabin functionalities and the entertainment system. I-FEEL™ mobile is a simple, user friendly
web-based browser for your aircraft. It allows any device to display multimedia content stored on the
dedicated server and control cabin functionalities without waiting for an app to download. I-FEEL™ mobile
takes full advantage of the most current web-designs and can be quickly altered for a fresh new style or
mood.

Enjoy Your Flight

Connect and Control

I-FEEL™ (In-Flight Entertainment Enhanced Lounge) is a highly advanced, customer-centric entertainment
and cabin management system. I-FEEL™ consists of audio, video, moving map, camera and cabin comfort
functions by touchscreens strategically located throughout your interior or by connectivity to any smart
device. I-FEEL™ can control your aircraft’s intercom system and headset isolation; allowing for secure and
private conversation, via handset or wireless headset. Fly with confidence and confidentiality, all from your
fingertips.

We live in a world of ever-changing technologies. I-FEEL™ will keep pace with tomorrow’s smart-devices.
I-FEEL™ can pair with any smart-device, phone, tablet and even your AndroidWear Smartwatch. Passengers
and operators won’t lose time searching for the aircraft dedicated remote control or waiting for a new device to
pair. Pairing is as simultaneous as walking onboard and taking your seat.

